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Abstract 
A CARDIOVASCULAR EXERCISE PROGRANl 
FOR A PARAPLEGIC AMPUTEE 
The intent of the study was to establish a ten week 
cardiovascular exercise program for a paraplegi c  amputee and 
evaluate the effects through a selected battery of physio­
logical tests and measurements. Included were body weigh t ,  
skinfold thi ckness, reaction time , grip strength, static and 
dynamfc lung volumes ,  heart rate, blood pressure , resting Vo2 
and maximum v02• A careful training record was kept and the 
subject also made observations concerning his feelings about 
the training. 
The subje ct, D . L. W .  was a 37 year old male faculty 
member at Eastern Illinois University in Charleston, Illinois. 
He was given a complete physical examination and a stress 
test before the training program was initiated .  Prior to the 
study , D . L . W .  weighed 60 kilograms , was hypertensive and was 
very motivated to improve his fitness level . 
The three day per week training program consisted of 
arm cranking using a modified bicycle ergome ter .  The subject 
was gradually conditioned until he could crank continuously 
for 15  minutes and a total of JO minutes of interval work 
time . During nice weather, the subject would wheel himself 
in his wheelchair on a predesignate d sidewalk course outdoors. 
• 
Formal training per.iods were held from February 28, 1980 to 
April 25, 1980 . The tests were given prior to the start of 
the program , and every two weeks during the training program . 
All tests were administered in the Human Performance Labor­
atory at Eastern Illinois University .  
The cardiovascular exercise program as performed in 
this study ·was helpf'ul in reducing sele cted anthropome tric 
measurements and systolic blood pressure . The cardiovascular 
fitness level improved as evidenced by the increased ability 
to do ae robi c work for extended periods of time . 
While it was difficult to assess psychological 
influences as a result of the physiological change s ,  the 
sub ject did appear to get increased enjoyment through rising 
early and being involve d in the exercise program . Motivation 
levels  were extremely high throughout the investigation. 
This high motivation seemed to hinder the subje cts ability to 
work at maximal levels during certain testing periods . 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The central nervous system is composed of the brain 
and spinal cord. Like a complex telephone network, the 
spinal cord carries the sensory impulses to the brain from 
both external and internal sensory receptors. The brain is 
where decisions are made regarding movement and neural 
impulses are transmitted to �he proper muscles. As a result, 
when 3.1,1 accident or defect causes damage to the central 
nervous system, movement impulses may be modified or termin­
ated. When impulses have been terminated, feeling and move­
ment messages no longer may be transmitted past the affected 
area and the muscles would not be able to contract. 
The degree to which an individual with spinal cord 
injury may be successful in accomplishing self sufficiency 
is determined by several factors including the degree of 
disability, financial resources, motivation, intelligence, 
self confidence, survival skills and realistic expectations. 
In general, lower transection levels cause less disability 
than those that occur at higher levels because of the smaller 
area of parases. Other factors that influence successful 
adjustment of the paraplegic such as psychological stability 
and the ability to intera�t socially are not easily observed. 
Depending on the source of information, incidence 
1 
and prevalence of spinal cord injury diffe r .  Incidence 
rates have been reported from 26. 6 to 50. 6 spinal cord 
injurie s  per million per year. In 1970, it was e stimated 
there were 125,000 to 300,000 paraplegics in the United 
States (7:469-473 ) .  
2 
While incidence rates are gradually increasing, 
mortality rate s for spinal cord injuries have dropped 
significantly (7s469-47J) . Prior to World War I, most spinal 
cord injuries resulted in death within one year. During 
World War II , antibiotics were available to help sustain life 
and new rehabilitation technique s were developed (14151). 
Because of these advance s, many paraplegics can now live a 
comparatively independ�nt and normal life . The Department of 
Health Education and Welfare (7146.9-473 )  reported that the 
mortality rate from spinal injury has dropped to a level that 
i s  very similar to that of the normal population, indicating 
dramatic changes since World War I .  
Even though great progress has been made in keeping 
the paralyzed individual alive, new research must focus on 
his abilities to function wi thin society. Paraplegia is an 
involved physical handicap and the individual is left with 
only two modes of ambulation, the wheelchair and walking 
straight leg braces .  Both methods require more energy than 
normal walking , leaving the paraplegic with a low incentive 
. 
to exercise because of his disability, which in turn can lead 
to a :tUrther reduction in physiological capabiliti e s .  
J 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to e s tablish a cardio­
vascular exercise program for a paraplegic and to monitor his 
physiological and perceptual responses during the exercise 
program. 
Limitations of the Study 
This investigation was essentially a case study of 
one subjec t ,  therefore a generalization to a populace would 
not be applicable . 
A friction bicycle ergometer was used to administer 
standardized work loads . Because of the many variables of 
speed ,  large differences between friction increments , and 
the increase d resistance as belt temperature rose , extreme 
attention was maintained to keep error to a minimum while 
using this scientific instrument . 
�inition of Terms 
The following terms are defined as they were employed 
in this investigations 
Oxygen Consumption (Vo2) 
The ability of the _body to consume oxygen for bodily 
functions has been defined as oxygen consumption . This 
amount of oxygen is measured in liters per minute (L/min ) 
and/or milliliters per kilogram of body weight per minute 
(ml/ke-/min ) .  
Blood Pressure 
Systolic ( SBP ) and diastolic (DBP ) blood pressures 
indicate, indirectly, the pressure inside the left ventricle 
during the contraction and relaxation phase of the cardiac 
cycle . Pre ssures were expressed in millimeters of mercury 
( mm Hg) . 
Vital Capacity (VC) 
4 
The maximum amount of air that can be expired follow­
ing forceful inspirations is defined as vital capacity . This 
measurement was reported in liters (1). 
Timed Vital Capacity (TVC) 
The maximum amount of air that can be exhaled in one 
second following forceful inspirations is termed timed vital 
capacity, TVC was expressed as a percent of the vital capacity. 
riiaximum Breathing Capacity (MBC) 
The measurement of respiratory muscle strength­
endurance and lung surface area is defined as maximum 
breathing capacity . This maximum amount of air that cart be 
moved by the lungs in 12 seconds is used to predict maximum 
pulmonary ventilation. MBC was expressed in liters per 
minute ( l/min ) .  
Pulmonary Ventilation (VE) 
The amount of air that passes through the lungs 
during a given period of time is termed pulmonary ventilation.  
The VE was expressed in liters per minute ( l/min). 
Reaction Time 
Reaction Time is the amount of time that elapsed 
from the presentation of a stimulus until an initial move­
ment i� detected .  The reaction time was measured to the 
nearest 0 . 01 of a second. 
Skinfold Thickness 
5 
The thickne ss of a fold of skin and the underlying 
subcutaneous fat measured in millimeters (mm) defines skinfold 
thickne s s .  This measurement was taken with a Lange Skinfold 
Caliper . 
- \ 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
S ince the subject in this investigation was both a 
paraplegic and a sedentary adult male, the review of related 
literature concerns itself with these topics and related 
exercise considerations . 
The Paraplegic 
Even though research technology has improved signif­
icantly during the last few decades, there are few publica­
tions concerning the cardiovascular conditioning of paraplegic 
persons . Zwiren (21: 94 ) stated that prior to 1975, only one 
study had been published specifically dealing with training 
the physically handicapped .  However, it is generally 
accepted that many special considerations must be observed 
when initiating such a program. These considerations include 
the fitness level, heart rate, blood pres�ure, circulation, 
and blood volume . 
Fitness Level 
Nilsson (14a51) claimed that the paraplegic individual 
who becomes confined to a wheelchair after an injury will not 
be involved in sufficient amounts of exercise to prevent 
atrophy of the arms and trunk. In a study by Stolby (19a22J) 
it was found that free wheelchair driving only increases 
6 
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the heart rate up to 97 beats per minute, For these reasons , 
paraplegics must continue to train for both cardiovascular 
fitness and muscle endurance to prevent deconditioning. 
Heart Rate 
The level of transe ction of the spinal cord indicate s 
different levels of physical capabilitie s .  Knutson (111212) 
stated that a complete transection above the fourth thora�ic 
verte brae (Th 4) will result in loss of the sympathetic 
influence upon the heart. He indicated that if this occurs, 
the heart will not exceed a r�te above 100 to 110 beats per 
minute . Levels of transe ction below this point may not effect 
the heart rate, but the amount of conditioning will be limited 
because of the inability to obtain sufficient stress··on 
circulation due to motor parese s .  
Blood Pre ssure 
Pollock (15:421) found that the average blood pre ssure 
in e ight handicapped subjects with a mean age of J8 years was 
138/89 mm Hg compared to 11 sedentary adults of comparable 
age that had a blood pressure of 122/85 mm Hg. These findings 
reveal significant difference in the blood pressure of seden­
tary adults and paraplegics of comparable age s .  
Circulation 
Hjeltnes (10: 111) indicated that the reason for the 
hypokine tic circulation associated with paraplegia is the 
loss of vasomotor regulation below the injury leve l ,  causing 
8 
mean circulation pressure to diminish. The lower level of 
circulation pressure influence s a low venous return to the 
heart resulting in a high heart rate and low stroke volume . 
During e xercise, however , Hjeltnes found a low oxygen content 
i n  the venous blood indicating little mixing of the rich 
oxygenated blood from the paralyzed portion of the body with 
the deoxygenated blood from the arms . 
Blood Volume 
Another problem area associated with circulation i s  
the total blood volume. Duripg exercise a circulatory stress 
i s  created beca4se the muscles being used need the oxygen the 
blood is carrying. The conflict arises when exercise is 
intense and the blood is not available in sufficient amounts . 
Knutson (11:214) postulated that vascular adaptation obtained 
with time and training is not dependent upon increases in 
blood volume . In addition, he suggests that even though 
blood volume i s  low in the paraplegic, the increased ability 
to do work as the result of training is dependent upon vaso­
constriction in the unused areas of the body. The effective­
ness of this splanic control i s  lost if transections of the 
spinal cord are above the Th 4 leve l .  The low physical work 
capacity of paraplegic individuals with high transection 
levels is partially due to the inability to control the blood 
flow .  
Clarke (Js427-4J5 ) indicated that the physical fitness 
level of most paraplegics was lower than normal sedentary 
9 
persons . He stated that lower cardiovascular fitness, higher 
body weight, greater percent of body fat and lower metabolic 
rates were characteristics associated with the paraplegic. 
The etiology of these conditions was associated with the 
special considerations mentioned previously. 
The Sedentary Adult and Exercise 
S ince ve ·ry little research was found concerning the 
paraplegic and exercise, it was felt that a portion of this 
review of related literature should deal with the immediate 
and long range adjustments that have been documented for 
sedentary adul ts . One may assume that many of the exercise 
adaptations would also be found for the paraplegic. 
' 
. 
i 
Body Weight and Percent of Body Fat 
Many pe rsons exe�cise in an attempt to lose weight. 
The initial weight loss is usually caused by a decrease in 
' ' 
body fluids with long range losses attributed to reduced 
i 
body fat content. Pollock (15s42J) claimed that the frequency, 
duration, and intensity of the exercise routine were the major 
factors contributing to the degree of body weight or fat loss. 
In a study conducted with blind subjects by Siegel 
(18s27), total body weight did not change in a group of 46 
year old men following a program of six minute submaximal 
workouts three days a week for 15 weeks . In another group of 
men, it was found that endurance training four days per week 
significantly decreased body fat and body weight. 
10 
Pollock (161195) reported that arm e rgometry training 
two times per week at 85 percent of maximal heart rate had no 
significant effect on the body composition of 19 sedentary 
men and paraplegics. In a follow up study published three 
years later i t  was stated that the percent of body fat could 
·be reduced if exercise bouts were performed from three to 
five days per week and each bout contained an energy expendi­
ture of JOO to 500 kilocalories (15142J). 
The loss i n  total body weight over a given length of 
time was from the diminishing stores of body fat. Wilson 
(20: 444-450) claimed that the long range body fat losses 
occurred when the energy output during training was gre ater 
than the energy input from food over the same period of time . 
Blood Pressure 
According to Mathews (131292), blood pressure can be 
reduced by continuous steady state exercise . These reductions 
were reported to be found at rest and during exercise, parti­
cularly i n  older men and wome n .  
However, Pollock (151420) did not find any significant 
changes i n  blood pressure following a 20 week exercise program 
with sedentary adults and paraplegic subjects using arm 
ergometry as a training device . This discrepancy may be due 
to the lack of systemic vaso-motor control i n  the paralyzed 
area as mentioned earlier. No other blood pressure studies 
could be located, therefore no clear hypothesis can be 
formulated relative to the effect of exercise on the blood 
pressure of a paraplegic . 
1 1  
Lung Volumes 
According to Hjeltnes (101109) .  vital capacity and 
timed vital capacity remaine d relatively unimproved in most 
paraplegics despite physical training. Improvement was found 
only i n  high level transections which caused other physical 
problems as well. 
Zwiren (21: 96). in a study using normal sedentary 
subjects and wheelchai r athletes, found that normal athletes 
were the only group to have significantly larger vital 
capacitie s .  No significant differences were found between 
groups in timed vital capacity or maximal breathing capacity. 
These studies indicated that lung volumes can be used as an 
accurate measure of both dynamic and static capacitie s .  
Pollock (171470) found that in 14 sedentary men be­
tween the ages of JO to 40 years. there were no significant 
changes in vi tal capacity when they trained three days per 
week for 20 weeks .  
Cardiorespiratory Changes 
According to Consolazio (5 ) and Cureton (6 ) ,  heart 
rate, pulmonary ventilation and oxygen consumption at rest 
and ·d uring exercise are indicators of mans cardiorespiratory 
fitness . 
Heart Rate . Many conflicting findings have been 
reported concerning the maximal heart rate attainable when 
using arm cranking. Pollock's (17: 471) study of 14 sedentary 
men from JO to 40 years of age found a mean maximum heart 
12 
rate of 195 beats per minute . Following a 20 week condition­
ing program, the mean maximum heart rate was reported to be 
187 beats per minute . 
Nilsson (14155) found that after seven weeks of train­
ing involving 12 rehabilitated paraplegic subje cts with a mean 
age of J6 years, maximal heart rate s dropped from two to 15 
beats per minute during maximal exercise . 
Grimby ('916), however, found the maximal heart rate 
to be unchanged following a six week training program. Siegel 
(18127). using a 15 week exercise program found no signifi cant 
. 
difference in heart rates of men 32 to 59 years old. Grimby 
(916) found no significant drop in heart rate during maximal 
exercise although along with Siegel (18126) he did find a 
significant drop in heart rate during submaximal work loads. 
According to Nilsson (14155). heart rates can be 
assumed to be near normal for the paraplegic if the spinal 
. 
lesion i s  below the fourth thoracic vertebrae ( Th 4). Astrand 
{115JO) and Nilsson (14155) concluded that heart rates during 
arm ergometry in paraplegics were higher than normal subje cts 
using treadmill ergome try. 
Oxygen Consumption (Vo2) and Pulmonary Ventilation 
(VE ) •  The body's ability to consume oxygen was reported by 
Hjeltness (101110) to be uneffected by paraplegia. He found 
the average oxygen consumption of 0.95 l/m at 40 watts of 
work per minute using arm ergome try, the same as the Vo2 
found in other studies with healthy young males and 
paraplegi cs . Pollock ( 17 : 471 ) ,  using maximal work loads , 
found paraplegics to be approximately 17  percent below their 
normal sedentary male counter parts in maximal oxygen con­
sumption tests ( Vo2 max) . 
lJ 
In either maximal or submaximal situations , oxygen 
consumption and pulmonary ventilation can be increased with 
training . Siegel ( 1 8 : 28 )  reported increases in Vo2 max up to 
7 ml/kg/min in arm e rgome try. This increase from l . 63 to 1 . 73 
l/min was found following a 15 week interval training routine . 
Pollock ( 17 : 469 ) found increases in Vo2 max of 7 . 3  ml/kg/min 
and VE of lJ ml/kg/min following a 20 week training period for 
I 
I 
eight disabled men. In his fo]low up study he found increases 
r 
of 0 . 35 l/min Vo2 max and 21 . J  l/min tE max after a 26 week 
running program using sedentary adults. 
Up to 12 percent increases in Vo2 max and VE max were 
reported by Nilsson ( 14: 56 )  and Grimby ( 9i6 ) .  These improve-
ments in cardiorespiratory components represent an increase 
in the body ' s  ability to do more work in a given period of 
time which indicates a higher level of physical fitness .  
Summary 
The effects of exercise programs on the paraplegic 
are not well documented .  The percent body fat can be lowered 
with adequate exercise but blood pressures may not fall , 
especially when using arm cranking as an exercise routine. 
Lung volumes are not affe cted by transection levels below 
Th 4 ,  which gives one an excellent opportunity for measurement 
and predictive tests.  Maximal heart rates do not always 
drop following training regimes but Vo2 max and VE max will 
significantly increase following most stressful and long 
range aerobic training programs . 
14 
Chapter J 
PROCEDURE 
The purpose of this study was to develop a cardio­
vascular exercise program and monitor its effects on a para­
plegic subje ct.  Anthropometric, physiological and perceptual 
parameters were investigated prior to and every two weeks 
during the 10 week study. The training program consisted of 
three exercise bouts per wee�.  
The Subject 
The subject ( D . L.W . )  was a 37 year old male employed 
at Eatern Illinois University in Charleston, Illinois during 
the spring of 1980. 
Background Information 
The subje ct had a complete transection of the spinal 
cord near the Th 4 level. This resulted in loss of both 
afferent and efferent control of his body below the mid chest 
region. Other limitations that caused him physical disability 
included amputation of both legs at the hip , severe lordosis 
and scoliosis of the spinal column, partial neurological loss 
of thP. extensor muscles of the right hand and elevated blood 
pressure . An autobiography may be found in Appendix A .  
1 5  
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Motivation 
This investigation began as the result of the subjects 
awareness of a decreased ability to perform physical work. 
Being employed and self sufficient , he noticed increasing 
physical difficulty in wheelchair locomotion and in the com­
pletion of daily living tasks .  He requested guidance from the 
Physical E ducation Department at Eastern Illinois University. 
Training Program 
According to Knutson (11s214 ) ,  the paraplegic needs 
. 
to be thoroughly evaluated be fore attempting to subject him-
self to above normal stress situations . Therefore , a thorough 
physical screening was performed by Dr. Stanley Huffman along 
with a resting and a progressive stress te st using arm 
ergometry as the means of work. As a result of the examin­
ation, the subject was found to have elevated blood pre ssure 
and was dire cted to take Hydralazine (25 mg bid) and Hydro­
chorothiazide ( 50 mg : o.d )  to decrease peripheral resistance 
and as a diure tic . Training did not begin for two weeks after 
the examination to allow the medication to stabilize D . L .W . ' s  
system and then heart rate and blood pressure . were monitored 
closely to avoid any unne cessary risk. 
The program consiste d of 10 weeks of arm ergometry 
exercise with some modification during the last three weeks. 
The sessions began at approximately 8 : 00 A . M .  three days a 
week and were hel d  in the Eastern Illinois University Human 
Performance Laboratory. The subject would either drive his 
17 
car from home or propel his wheelchair across campus to 
reach the facility.  After a short rest period , blood pre ssures 
and heart rates were recorded after he had removed his shirt 
and was prepare d to start the training period. Since a 
commercially manufactured arm ergome ter was not available, a 
Monarch Bicycle E rgometer was modified for use as an arm 
cranking apparatus . The seat of the bike was removed and the 
front leg supports were placed on a 28 inch table that was 
held stationary. The rear bike supports were placed on the 
front portion of the wheelchair seat . D . L . W .  then wheeled 
. 
his chair forward stabili zing the rear support during heavy 
work loads. 
When the bike was placed in position , the center axis 
of the crank was approximately four centimeters below the 
center axis of the shoulder and the arc formed by each 
revolution of the pedals did not allow the arm to reach full 
extension.  
The exercise program consisted of arm cranking at 
various work loads and time periods . These training sessions 
were of an interval type containing four or five bouts of 
exercise . After each bout of exercise the blood pressures 
were determined with a sphygmomanome ter and a stethoscope and 
recorded as quickly as possible . The re covery heart rates 
were �etermined with a stethoscope , counting the number of 
heart beats in six se conds and multiplying by ten to convert 
to beats per minute . 
18 
Modi fications 
Initial ergome ter training sessions consisted of four 
bouts of exercise , one to four minutes in duration with a 
resistance up to 1 . 5  kilopound meters ( kpm ) per minute at 50 
to 70 revolutions per minute . After two weeks of training i t  
was determined that 1.5 kpm' s was causing soreness in the 
shoulder and forearm. Since D . L . W .  felt that working at a 
zero resistance was a waste of time , a constant resistance of 
1.0 kpm was established along with a constant cranking speed 
of 60 revolutions per minute . The time of each work interval 
was increased as the fitness level improved .  
During the last three weeks of the program , a one­
half mile outdoor wheelchair route was established ,  ( see 
Appendix B )  allowing D . L . W .  to make practical application of 
his improved cardiovascular fitness level . 
Tests and Measurements 
The training program was 10 weeks in duration and 
included three training sessions per week.  Tests were admin­
istered on the initial Monday and every two weeks throughout 
the training period .  A total of 1 1  tests were taken during 
each testing period. The items included bodyweigh t ,  skinfold 
thicknesse s ,  reaction time , grip strengths, lung volumes ,  heart 
rate s ,  blood pressures ,  resting pulmonary ventilations , rest­
ing oxygen consumptions , maximum pulmonary ventilations , and 
maximum oxygen consumptions . 
To insure valid and reliable results , each test was 
administered in a constant and carefull� planned order ( see 
Appendix C ) .  The tests below have not been placed in the 
testing order to reduce complexity in reporting test pro­
cedures and techniques.  
Body Weight 
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The subject was weighed to the nearest one-half pound 
on a Healthome ter scale . The reading was converted to kilo­
grams , dividing the weight by 2 . 2. D . L. W .  was weighed with 
his shirt , glasses and watch removed .  
Skinfold Thi ckne ss 
The skinfold thickne ss measurements were taken over 
five sites using a Lange Skinfold Caliper and techniques out­
lined by Consolazio (5: 24) . In order to keep the measurements 
as accurate and reliable as possible , the Director of the 
Human Performance Laboratory at Eastern Illinois University 
administered the te st on all testing days . 
All sites were on the right side of D . L. W . ' s  body. 
These sites included the cheek area between the zygomatic 
arch and the middle one-third of the mandible using a verti cal 
fold ,  the area . directly under the chin and anterior to the 
hyoid bone using a verti cal fol d ,  the chest area between the 
nipple and armpit over the pectoralis major using a diagonal 
fold ,  the back over an area distal to the inferior angle of  
the scapula using a vertical fold ,  and the tricep area over 
the middle one-third of  the posterior aspect of  the arm with 
the elbow bent at 90 degrees using a verti cal fol d .  
The maximum skinfold thickness measurement was made 
by pinching a fold of  skin firmly between the investigators 
thumb and index finger .  The skinfold calipers trapped the 
fold of skin and subcutaneous fat. After the jaws of the 
caliper ceased to move , · the measurement was recorded .  At no 
time during the proce dure did the inve stigator release the 
skinfold from his grip. 
Reaction Time 
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The thumb reaction time of the subject was measure d 
by a Dekan Athletic Performance Analyze r ,  Model 621 capable 
of measuring times to the nearest 0 .01  seconds. D . L. W .  was 
seated in a comfortable position with the stop button in his 
left hand. He was instructed to press the button as soon as 
he heard the buzzer.  To keep the subje ct from anticipating 
the sound stimulus , the inve stigator would vary the amount of  
time between the " ready" command and the actual sound of the 
buz zer.  
The subject was given one practice trial followed by 
six trials in succession , the results of  which were recorde d .  
The command of  " ready" was used to prepare D. L .  W .  for each 
trial . 
Grip Strength 
Grip strength was determined by the use of  an A;m 
Arbor Instrument Works Hand Dynomome ter. The subject would 
.squeeze an adjustable grip handle and the amount of pressure 
was then recorded to the neare st pound of force . 
The test was administered by resetting the dial to 
zero and instructing D . L . W .  to squeeze the instrument at a 
progressive rate wi thout jerking or thrusting. Three trials 
were given for each hand , with the best score re corded .  A 
one minute minimum rest · period was used between each grip 
strength trial. 
Lung Volumes 
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A Collins 1J�5 Liter Respirometer was used to measure 
vital capacity (VC ) , timed vital capacity (TVC ) , and maximum 
breathing capacity (MBC ) .  T�e respirometer was checked prior 
to each testing_ day for proper balance, water level , bell 
position , adequate kymograph pape r ,  functional ink pens , and 
removal of the sadd valve s and soda lime canister. 
Vital Capacity, The subject was positioned in front 
of the respirometer while the te st was explained to him. 
D.L.W. was infomed that the inve sti�ator was measuring the 
maximum amount of air he could expire following forced inspir­
ations . A nose clip was positioned so as not to allow air to 
pass through the nostrils .  Then a rubber mouth pie ce , 
attached to a hose from the respirometer was inserted into 
his mouth. At the same time the mouth piece was inserted ,  
the kymograph motor speed was turned to J2 millimeters per 
minutP. (mm/min)  as the subject was instructed to breathe in 
and out three times. On the third inspiration D. L .W. was 
instructed to inspire as much air as he could and then blow 
out or expire all the air possible from his lungs. The 
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kymograph was turned to 160 mm/min during the third inspir­
ation to allow easier and more accurate readings of the 
results . Three trials were given and the best score was 
recorded and standardized to Body Temperature Pressure Satur­
ated (B . T . P . S .  ) .  
Timed Vital Capcity (TVC). The investigator 
explained to the subject that vital capacity was a dynami c 
lung volume test that measured the volume of air that could 
be expired from the lungs in one se cond following forced 
inspirations . As in testing .vital capacity , the subject was 
seated in front. of the respirometer and the nose clips and 
mouthpiece were properly positioned .  The kymograph was 
turned to 160 mm/min as the subject was instructed to breathe 
in and out three time s .  O n  the third inspiration he was to 
take in as much air as possible . At the same time the 
kymograph speed was increased to 1920 mm/min. As soon as the 
subje ct had inspired as deeply as possible , he was instructed 
to expire all of the air as fast as possible . The best of 
the three trials was standardized to B . T . P . S .  and used for 
calculation of timed vital capacity . A percentage of the 
vital capacity was found by dividing TVC by VC and multiplying 
by 100. 
Maximum Breathing Capacity (MBC). As . in· the · prt!vious 
tests, an explanation of the measurement was given to help 
D . L . W .  understand the purpose of the te st .  MBC was defined 
to him as the maximum amount of air that can be moved by the 
2J 
lungs in a 12 se cond period. 
D . L.W. was positioned in front of the respirometer as 
in the previous te sts. The ink pen was inserted into the 
ventilgraph pen holder and properly positioned on the drum of 
the kyrnograph . The nose clips and mouth piece were inserted 
and D . L .W .  was instructed to breathe in and out as fast and 
deeply as he· could for 12 seconds. The commands of "set" and 
"go" were used to prepare the subject and start the test at 
the proper time . On the command of " go" the kymograph was 
turned on at a speed of 160 mm/min. At the end of the 12 
. 
seconds the subject was instructed to stop and the kymograph 
was turned off at the same time . Three trials were given 
with a minimum of two minutes of rest given be tween each trial . 
The best of the three trials was standardized to B . T .P .S .  and 
used for calculation purpose s .  
Blood Pressure 
Blood pressure measurements were taken prior to the 
l • • • max Vo2 te st at rest periods during the test and at five and 
10 minutes following the te st.  
The measurements were taken with a Baumanometer 
Sphygmomanometer and a Riegor Bowles Stethoscope . The 
subject was seated with the arm slightly flexed and abducted 
with the forearm supinated.  The forearm was positioned at 
approximately 1 50° to the humerus.  The cuff was placed 
around the right upper arm with the lower e dge of the cuff 
three centimeters above the ante cebital space . The 
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stethoscope was placed firmly over the artery in the ante­
cebi tal space and the cuff pressure was quickly elevated to 
approximately 180 mm Hg at rest and 210 mm Hg immediately 
post exercise . At this point it was decreased slowly until 
the first heart beat was heard. This reading was recorded 
a·s the systoli c blood pressure . Deflation of the cuff 
continued until the heart beat could no longer be heard. At 
this point the diastolic pressure was recorded .  
Heart Rate 
. 
The heart rate was mqnitored max Vo2 using a Sanborn 
Model 500 VisoCardiette with chest leads at v5 and v5R. 
Procedures used in the preparation of ele ctrode placement 
were the same as those used by Kobayshi ( 12 1 25 )  and Conroy 
(4129). The skin was shaved on the chest for the initial 
testing day but not deamed ne ce ssary thereafter .  A cotton­
ball saturated with alcohol was briskly rubbed over the 
ele ctrode site until the skin appeared: red d.n· ·color. _: The 
alcohol was then allowed to dry. Ele ctrode jelly was placed 
on the contact screen of the electrodes and then the elec-
trode was secured to the prepared area of the skin. A 
patient cable was attached to the ele ctrodes and se cured to 
the E . C . G .  machine . All wires were secured to avoid any 
interference during ann cranking. 
A five se cond sample heart rate was taken one 
. 
minute prior to the max Vo2 te st , and at the end of each 
minute of the test .  In addition, heart rates were taken 
during each minute of recovery for 10 minutes .  A heart 
rate rule r  was used to dete rmine the heart rate after each 
sample by measuring the distance between the " R" waves .  
Oxygen Consumption (Vo2 ) at Rest 
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The te sting started after the subject sat quietly for 
10 minutes in a comfortable position. He was usually encour­
aged to read an informative article that contained a noncon­
troversial topi c.  A 600 liter chain compensated tissot tank 
manufactured by the Collins Company was used to collect an 
expired air sample .  Water level , proper balance , bell posi­
tion , and other maintenance procedures were performed the 
day before testing. A flexible plastic hose was attached to 
the intake valve and an Otis-McKarrow Valve was attached to 
the other end . Attached to this open circuit was a rubber 
mouth piece that was inserted into D . L .W . ' s  mouth during 
testing. An initial meter sti ck reading ( V1 ) was recorded 
prior to the start of the te st. 
The subject was positioned in front of the intake 
valve with the Otis-McKarrow Valve suspended at head level 
to allow D . L.W.  to sit and hold the mouthpiece in his mouth 
without the use of his hands. Once the nose clip and mouth­
pie ce were in place the intake valve was opened .  A Heur 
stop watch was used to time the 10 minute sample period. 
After 10 minute s ,  the intake valve was closed and a se cond 
meter stick reading was recorded (V2 ) .  The gas destratifi­
cation fan was activated for one minute to mix the air inside 
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the tank . The sample valve was opened and the hose flushed 
with expired air by compressing the bell of the tank . A 
metalized bag was attached to the sampling stop cock and a 
gas sample was. acquired .  This  expired air sample was then 
analyzed by use of a Be ckman Model E-2 Oxygen Analyzer and a 
Be ckman LB- 1  Medi cal Gas Analyzer to determine carbon dioxide 
content. The sample was corrected to Standard Temperature 
Pressure Dry ( S . T . P . D . ) and re corded as the resting v02• 
Maximum Oxygen Consumption 
Maximal v02 was reco�ded during the last JO se conds 
of a graded interval arm cranking ergome ter exercise . The 
subject sat in his normal exercise position and the equip­
ment was placed in a manner that would not obstruct D .L .W .  ' s  
arm cranking. To his left was a Parkinson-Cowan CD-4 meter 
and the E . C . G .  unit .  In front of  him was the Monarch Bicycle 
E rgomete r ,  the Gray Lab Universal Time Clock and a metronome . 
To his right was the plexiglass mixing chamber ,  the Yellow 
Springs Instrument Company Tele thermometer with an atmos­
pheri c lead placed inside the mixing chamber and the metal­
ized sample bags. A flexible plastic hose was conne cted to 
the CD-4 meter at one end and the inlet side of the Jack 
Daniels Valve at the other. The expired air passed through 
the valve and another plastic hose that was conne cted to the 
plexiglass mixing area. This formed a one way open circuit 
with air flowing from the CD-4 meter to D . L. W . ' s  mouth and 
then into the mixing chamber .  
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The subject would ·start the te st by cranking at a 
rate of 60 revolutions per minute ( rpm) with a one-half kilo­
pound meter load for three minute s .  Cranking speed was kept 
constant by us.e of the metronome . At two minutes and 15 
seconds into the bout ,  the nose clips were put into place and 
the mouth pie ce conne cted to the Jack Daniels Valve was 
inserte d .  From 2115 until 2130 the system was flushe d.  
Having already determined an initial volume recording (Vi)  on 
the CD-4 meter, a JO se cond VE sample was begun at 2a30 and 
an expired air sample was taken from the mixing chamber by 
means of a vacuum pump into an evacuated metalized bag. At 
J100 the CD-4 meter was read again and the cranking was 
stopped for one minute . The tempe rature of the air sample 
was taken by means of the thermome ter ,  immediately after an 
adequate sample of air was obtaine d .  After one minute o f  
rest , the cranking was again started at a higher work load 
and procedures dupli cated until the subject could continue no 
longer.  An outline of the te st can be found in Appendix D .  
VE for each sample was found by subtracting the 
initial CD-4 reading from the final reading and then standard� 
izing the value of S . T . P. D. from a nomogram using the air 
temperature in the mixing chamber and the barome tri c pressure . 
Maximum Vo2 was determined following the methods 
described earlier and multiplied by the " true 0211• The 
greatest calculated VE and Vo2 samples  taken were used as 
the maximum volume s .  
Perceptions of the Subje ct 
The subject was requested to develop written observ­
ations of any pertinent feelings of pain , depression ,  and 
etc. , that he felt were related to the exercise training 
program. These notes were compiled and are included in 
Appendix E. A list of summarizing comments after the termin­
ation of study were collected and are contained in Appendix 
F .  
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Chapter 4 
ANALYSI S OF THE DATA 
This case study was involved with the development 
and moni toring of an exercise program for a paraplegi c 
amputee . A total of. 30 exercise sessions were held during 
the 10 week program . Responses to the program were measured 
by a selected battery of tests given prior to the start of 
the training program and eve�y two weeks throughout the 
training pe riod .  The findings of the six testing periods 
are presented and discussed. In addition , a se ction has 
been included to present some observations concerning the 
training program . 
Discussion of the Findings 
Body Weight 
The body weight of D .L .W .  did not change substan­
tially during the 10 week training period . The initial 
weight of 61.38 kilograms ( kg)  was reduced to 59.77 kg or 
approximately 2.6 percent (%) during the first six weeks of 
training . The final four weeks showed a slight increase of 
weight (0.5 kg) . 
According to Mathews (lJ.291) a slight decrease or 
constant body weight is  expected during an aerobic exercise 
program . Siegel (18.26) found no reduction in total body 
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weight following three day per week work outs for 15  weeks in 
sedentary adults.  
D .L .W .  was considered to be well within the boundries 
of thes� guidelines with little or no loss in body weight at 
the end of the traini l'.lg program. Figure 1 shows the results 
of body weight throughout the study. 
Skinfolds 
The five skinfold sites consisting of the cheek , chin , 
pectoralis , subscapular , and tricep areas were totaled and 
charted on Figure 2 .  The results after the termination of 
the training program showed a 1J% decrease in the total skin­
fold thi ckne ss . This drop was especially evident in the last 
four weeks of training. The chest area showed the largest 
de crease in skinfold thi ckne ss from 40 to 27 millimeters. 
Other areas remained approximately the same or slightly lower 
than the initial measurements .  
Pollock ( 1 5:423)  reported that body fat could be 
reduced if  exercise bouts were performed three to five times 
per week and each contained an energy expenditure of JOO to 
500 kilocalories ( kcal ) .  Wilson ( 20 : 444-450) stated that 
when energy expenditure exceeds energy intake , body fat is  
reduce d .  
The total kcal expendi ture estimated for each training 
period in Figure J shows D. L.W.  approaching the JOO kcal 
minimum. ( Calculations may be found in Appendix G for the 
development of this graph . )  Subcutaneous fat was reduced in 
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the selected sites and espe cially the chest area of the 
subject .  
Grip Strength 
The grip strength of D . L . W .  ' s  left hand did not 
J4 
change more than 7 . 8% which was not regarded as a major 
increase . The right extremity showed a reduction in strength 
from 41 pounds to 26 pounds when measured on the hand dynomo­
meter .  This decrease represents a loss of )6 . 5%. The train­
ing program did not include strength development , it  was 
thought that wheeling outdoors might help increase strength . 
A determination could not be made whe ther the added exercise 
caused further impairment of the effected limb or if other 
factors unknown to the investigator and sub ject were responsible 
for thi s decrease in strength . See Figure 4 for the exact 
test by test results. 
Reaction Time 
The subje cts reaction time was very consistent during 
all testing periods excluding the first and last te st. The 
first could be regarded as a learning experience even though 
five trials were allowed for learning purposes prior to the 
test .  N o  sound explanation was available for the slower-- · · •:: 
reaction time during the final test.  The inve stigator did 
fee l ,  however ,  that D . L. W .  was not concerned with this partic­
ular measurement during the final testing day which may have . 
. contributed to his slower time . Figure 5 illustrates the six 
periods graph i cally. 
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Reaction Time 
Lung Volumes 
The three lung volumes measured were vital capacity 
(VC ) , timed vital capacity ( TVC ) , and maximum breathing 
capacity (MBC ) .  Each represent a different aspect of lung 
function during exercise . 
Vital Capacity.  In this measurement of  total usable 
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lung capacity , D . L . W .  increased from 1 . 41 to 1 . 9  liters ( 1 ) .  
This increase repre sents a 34% developm�nt of usable lung area .  
Zwiren ( 21 : 96 )  reported that vital capacity measure-
ments in paraplegics were ne�r the normal population . Vital 
capacity , as reported by DeVries ( 8 : 151 ) ,  for adult males 
from JO to 50 years old would be approximately 4 . 2 1 .  
Hjeltness ( 10z 109 ) reported that VG would remain relatively 
unchanged in paraplegics following training. 
When compared to the above findings , D . L .W . ' s  VC is 
considerably lower than the normal populace . Also , the 
results of this study showing a 34% increase in VC disagree 
with the findings of Hjel tnes s .  Be
.
cause of spinal curvature 
and a degree of uncertainty as to which respiration muscula­
ture was available to D . L .W .  due to paralysis , the entire 
discussion of respiration becomes less than objective . 
. 
I 
Timed Vital Capacity.  The subje cts maximum ability 
to expire air in one second was increased by 7% from the 
initial volume of 1 . 29 liters per se cond ( l/se c )  to the final 
test of 1 . 39 l/se c .  This small increase did not seem signif­
i cant because of the 20'fo flucuations from one test period to 
J8 
another .  
Hjeltness ( 10 1 109 ) found that timed vital capacity 
remained constant in paraplegics following an exercise program 
of 15 weeks duration . The present study agrees with the 
results of Hjeltness .  TVC% was lower during each test except 
the final measurement. This decrease was caused by the 
increasing VC and almost constant TVC . Figure 6 illustrates 
this point very ·wel l .  
Maximum Breathing Capacity. The subje cts maximum 
J 
ability to move air through his lungs estimated in 12 se cond 
MBC test , shows. an increase from the initial 28 . J  liters per 
minute ( l/min) to 63 . 7  l/min during test five . This increase 
found in test five was 125% greater than the initial s core . 
Zwiren ( 21 1 96 )  stated that paraplegics and sedentary 
adults had no significant difference in maximum breathing 
capacity volume s .  Pollock ( 17 : 464) found MBC ' s  in middle aged 
men to be 1J7 to 142 l/min in a 20 week exercise study. 
The subject involved in this study was well below the 
normal sedentary adult populace . Paralysis , lordosis and 
scoliosis attributed to be the major causes of the reduced 
MBC found in D .L .W .  See Figure 7 for the training effects of  
the lung volume measurements . 
RestiP.g Oxygen Consumption ( �o2) 
D . L. W . ' s  resting �E and Vo2 decreased during test two 
and three when compared to the initial test .  The following 
tests four and five found an increase in both �E and V o 2 .  
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Figure 7 
Maximum Breathing Capacity 
During test five , the investigator and his assistant were 
discussing a controversial topic that D . L. W .  immediately 
expounde d upon after the test was over.  It was felt by the 
investigator that this emotional arousal definitely affected 
the test .  ( See Figure 8 )  
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Resting VE is reported to be from four to 15 liters 
per minute in untrained adults according to Mathews ( 1 Js 166 ) .  
D . L. W . ' s  result ·places him well within the range of adult 
norms by having volumes of 7 . 21 to 7 . 76 l/min move through 
his lungs . These changes found in D .L .W .  ' s  vE· are considered 
very small . 
Mathews ( 1 3 : 217 )  also reported that resting v 02 in 
untrained adults is  approximately 0.300 l/min . Clarke ( J : 22J ) 
reporte d ,  however ,  that the resting �o2 in paraplegics is 
lower than adult men . D . L . W . ' s  initial test score of 0 . 280 
l/min was close to the standard set by Mathews . Four weeks 
late r ,  D . L. W .  ' s  resting � 02 was 0. 164 or 41% below his initial 
measurement . The remaining tests were also well below the 
normal adult average . This low V o2 , plus the limited 
possibilities for vigorous exercise may account for the 
inability of some paraplegics to control a desired body weight .  
Maximum Oxygen Consumption 
The maximal �o2 te st for D. L . W .  was kept within the 
limits of safety since a physician was not in attendance and 
defibrillation equipment was not available .  When the investi­
gator felt  D .L .W .  was not able to complete another three 
4J 
minute bout of arm cranking with an increased load ,  the test 
was terminated .  This margin o f  safety left a small amount of 
error in the maximal V o2 tests , however ,  it was felt that 
this margin of safety was of great importance . 
Maximum VE was increased J9% in the first two weeks 
of training from 2J.O to J2.9 l/min. After two weeks of 
training the max VE remaine d nearly constant during test 
three and four.  · Test five revealed a drop of 10 l/min from 
the 32.9 l/min found in test two. The final test was close 
to the te st three and four results at 28.l l/min. 
. . 
Pollock (15 : 120) found an increase in max VE from 97 
to 1 18 l/min in. disabled subjects.  Again , it should be notep 
that D. L. W. ' s  level of transe ction and spinal curvature may 
have affe cted his maximal VE greatly. 
Actual max VE and predicted max VE by the MBC test 
are shown in Figure 9. The predi cted results were constantly 
higher, especially during test five when the actual VE was at 
it ' s lowest point . Predicted values are usually higher 
because of the shorter test time and no muscle fatigue . How­
eve r ,  i t  is evident that the actual VE tests were not parallel 
with the predicted values .  When the subject was forced to 
put on nose clips and insert the mouthpie ce , an emotional 
strain was placed on the subje ct ,  which had a negative effect 
on thE> test results . D .L .W .  would enter an anaerobic work 
state by not breathing at his maximal level and lower both the 
max �E and max V o2 results. 
The greatest Vo2 measurements were found in te st two 
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Figure 9 
Predicted Versus Actual VE 
44 
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also .  The max Vo2 was recorded at 1 . 27 l/min which represents 
an increase · of 10% from the initial results . The remainder 
of the testing periods followed an almost linear relationship 
with max VE findings . This is  not unordinary be cause VE 
multiplied by " true Oz" equals V o2 • Tests · three , four , and 
six were almost equal to test one , while test five again , was 
. 
lowest found value of max Vo2 • 
N ilsson · ( 14: 54) found an increase in mean max Vo2 from 
1 . 88 to 2 . 08 l/min or 12% after seven weeks of training · three 
days per week in paraplegi c sub jects . Pollock ( 1 51 120)  found 
disabled adults increasing their max Vo2 from 1 . 88 to 2 . 23 
l/min following 20 weeks of arm pedaling three times per week .  
Both studies indicate that D . L . W . ' s  max v02 is  much 
lower than other populations studie d .  Unless the subject 
could increase his max VE greatly ,  the results will probably 
remain lower than other paraplegic populations . D . L. W . ' s  
reduced max Vo2 results throughout the testing periods can 
only be explained as an emotional tension causing an inability 
to do work. 
During the final two weeks of training, a nose clip 
and mouthpiece were .used to help the subject become . more 
familiar and comfortable with the pieces of equipment . Also 
D . L . W .  followed the testing schedule to help him be come more 
famil .i.ar with test procedure . As a resul t ,  the final test 
did show an increase in both max VE and Vo2 from previous 
tests .  Max VE and Vo2 results may be found on Figure 1 0 .  
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Blood Pressure 
Systoli c  and diastoli c  blood pressures were measured 
and recorded during the rest intervals of the max Vo2 test 
and following the test. The maximum systolic  blood pressures 
taken during the exercise were extremely constant with the 
exception of test four. During te st four the pre ssure rose 
from the normal 190 to 200 mm Hg level , up to 2JO mm Hg. 
D . L. W .  commented that he almost passed out during this exer­
cise bout .  Diastolic  pressures remained between 80  and 96 
mm Hg throughout the study. A slow steady decline was 
observed during the first e ight weeks of testing. The final 
test resulted in an increase whi ch canceled out a very beni­
ficial effe ct. See Figure 1 1  for these results . 
Post exercise readings taken five minutes after the 
max Vo2 test showed no difference in the systolic or diastoli c  
r�adings . The mean re covery systoli c pressure was 1 52 mm Hg 
while the diastoli c  mean was 84 mm ·H g. 
Since D . L . W .  was taking medi cation for hypertension, 
the discussion of the training effect on blood pressure 
during maximal exercise remains very unreliable . Any change 
in blood pressure may be due to the medi cation , intensity of 
the exercise , or both . 
Maximal Heart Rate 
Maximal heart rate s remained approximately the same 
throughout the 10  week training program . Maximal rates were 
recorded from lJO to 148 beats per minute during maximal ¥ 02 
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Maximum Blood Pressure and Heart Rate 
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ex:> 
tes t  periods . This slight difference was not felt to be 
important because of the safety factors mentioned earlier. 
See Figure 1 1  for graph of the results .  
Nilsson ( 14:55 )  reported heart rates up to 200  beats 
per minute in his study using paraplegic adults . He also 
c·oncluded that most paraplegics have heart rates within the 
normal adul·t limits .  Mathews ( 13 1 257)  reported that heart 
rates of 150 to 159 beats per minute were adequate for a 
training effect in adults 30 to 39 years old. 
D . L . W .  could not bring his maximum heart rate near to 
the sugge sted 150 beats per minute goal set by Mathews . This 
indicates that his paralysis has affected the maximum heart 
rate he is able to attain. This could indicate some sympa­
thetic nerve los s ,  as was mentioned in Chapter 1 ,  which 
controls the maximum heart rate leve l .  
The Training Program 
During each training se ssion, blood pressure , heart 
rate and total work done were monitore d .  These three 
variable s  were considered to allow the investigator to 
monitor the subject as well as other change s brought about 
because of the training program . 
Blood Pressure 
A resting blood pressure of 170 mm Hg systolic and 
90  mm Hg diastolic was found during a test feasibility trial 
three weeks prior to the start of the study. One week later ,  
D . L. 1:1. began taking the hypertensi on medi cation as prescribe d 
50 
by the physi cian. The first training session three weeks 
after the implementation of the medi cation found the subj e ct ' s  
systolic pressure 1 8  mm Hg lower and the diastoli c  pre ssure 
10  mm Hg lower. than the initial findings . Be cause of these 
resul ts , change s in blood pressure during the study cannot 
be fully attributed to the training program . 
Blood pressures were , however ,  taken at three 
different times during each training session . These readings 
were taken at re s t ,  immediately following each exercise 
interval and five minutes after the final exercise bout. 
Blood Pressure at Rest. Resting systolic and dia­
stolic  blood pressure s were taken prior to the start of each 
training session . These measurements were averaged for two 
week time periods . The intervals from the initial to the 
sixth week showed a decl ine in both systolic and diastolic 
pressure s .  Systoli c  fell from 151 . 5  to 147 . 0  mm Hg and 
diastolic dropped from 82 . 5  to 71  mm Hg. Increases in both 
systolic and diastol ic pressures for the remaining of the 
program were then observed ( see Figure 1 2 ) . 
De Vries ( 8 : 1JO)  reported . that systolic pressures 
exceeding 140 mm Hg at rest are on the border line for hyper­
tension as is  90 mm Hg diastoli c .  Pollock ( 15 : 42 1 )  found 
resting blood pre ssures in paraplegics to average 1J8 mm Hg 
systolic and 89 mm Hg diastolic.  Following 20 weeks of arm 
pedaling , the blood pressures · did not change signifi cantly . 
Mathews ( 1J : 221 ) states ,  howeve r ,  that a reduction in blood 
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*The resting blood pressures taken during weeks 
9-10 were not taken during true . resting states 
be cause of vigorous exercise bouts prior to 
. the ·readings . 
Figure 12 
Resting Blood Pressures 
pressure is a bene fit from an exercise program . 
D . L. W . ' s  blood pressure is higher than the pressures 
found by Pollock , but remained constant instead Of dropping 
as sugge sted by Mathews . D . L . W . ' s  systolic pressure still 
remaine d in the borderline hypertension area throughout the 
training program while diastolic pressures were within the 
normal limits . The increased blood pressure during the last 
four weeks was felt to be due to an inconsistent training 
schedule , the reduction of arm cranking , and a negative 
tendency to hold his breath during the propulsive phase of 
. 
w�eeling . Mathews ( 1J z 145) refers to this breath holding as 
the " Valsalva Maneuver" , which causes systolic and diastolic 
pressures to increase beyond value s normally seen during 
52 
exercise and thus reducing the effects of exercise on res�ing 
blood pressure . 
Blood Pressure During Exerci se.  The maxim�m .b lood 
pressures found during the training se ssions followed the 
same pattern as the resting blood pressure readings . Mean 
systolic pressures dropped from 168 . 8  to 152 . 4  mm Hg during 
the first three , two week training sessions . Diastolic  
pressures dropped from an average of 79 . 6  mm Hg during the 
first two weeks to 62 . 5  mm Hg during weeks seven and eight .  
The final four weeks showed a rise in systolic pressure of 
11  mm Hg while the diastolic  pressure increased 12. 5 mm Hg 
during the final two weeks of training. ( See Figure l J )  
The evidence that blood pressures were dropping again 
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Maximum Training Blood Pressure 
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indicated that either the exercise and/or the medication was 
improving the cardiovascular system. The increase during the 
last two weeks was again attributed to the wheeling instead 
of continuous cranking that was used during the first seven 
and one-half weeks . 
Blood Pressure During Recovery.  Five minute recovery 
systolic  blood pressure showed a decl ine when viewed from 
start to finish . The first four weeks showed an average blood 
pressure of similar s cores in systoli c  and diastolic pressure s .  
Systoli c  pre ssure then decreased from 145 . 8  to 137 . 0  mm Hg 
during . weeks seven and e ight. Weeks nine and 10 showed an 
increase from 50. 7 to 76 . 5  mm Hg. (See Figure 14) 
Pollock ( 15 1 42 1 )  found five minute recovery blood 
p·ressure in paraplegi cs to be an average of 1)5 mm Hg systoli c  
and 82 mm Hg diastoli c  after a 20 week hand cranking training 
program . 
D . L . W . ' s  recovery blood pressures are approximately 
the same as those reported by Pollock ( 15 1 421 ) .  The systoli c 
pressure was within 2 mm Hg, and the diastolic pressure with­
in 6 mm Hg, if the final two week interval is used as a com­
parative re sult .  When pressures during weeks seven and e ight 
were use d ,  D . L .W .  ' s  diastoli c  blood pressure was Jl . J  mm Hg ,  
lower than the above study. However ,  again , the subject was 
taking medication for hypertension and again , this discussion 
is less than subje ctive . 
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Training Heart Rate 
Following the initial stress te st given to D. L .W . , it  
was determined his  maximum heart rate was near 145 beats per 
minute . A targe t training e ffe ct heart rate minimum of 120 
beats per minute was used.  Training heart rates were recorded 
after every bout of cranking and was averaged ove r two week 
periods . Heart rate s slightly above 120 beats per minute 
were reported except for weeks six and seven where they dipped 
slightly below the target levei . (See Figure 15)  
' 
According ·to Mathews ( 1 ) : 257 ) , target heart rates for 
· adults between JO to 50 are sugges te d  to be 150 beats per 
minute . The results show heart rates in thi s  study somewhat 
lower than normal , but adequate for the subject involved in 
this training program. 
Perceptions By the Subje ct 
Though not analyzed in a quanti tative manner ,  D. L .W . 
made daily comments and summarizing state�ents relative to 
the project .  (See Appendix E and F respectively . ) The 
observations below are concerned with how the subject per­
cieved the testing procedure , training program and the effects 
of the program on his daily· living. 
Testing Procedure 
D . L. W .  felt the laboratory setting did not affe ct the 
subject psychologically unless he was not aware of the on-
going events . I f  D .L .W .  was not informed ,  he was very 
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inhibited because of his background . An open avenue of 
communi cation was therefore very important. The testing 
procedure of countdowns , inserting mouthpie ce s ,  putting on 
nose clips and. etc . , caused anxiety. D . L. W .  felt the testing 
was less stre ssful emotionally when the mouthpiece and nose 
clip were left in position at all time s .  He felt this pre-
vented much of  the high tension atmosphere . 
Workouts using the nose clips proved to be very 
beneficial according to D . L. W .  He felt the low test results 
of test five were be cause of the inhibition mentioned above • 
. 
Relaxation therapy or desensitization therapy would help the 
subject adapt bette.r to testing procedure and equipment use 
according to D . L. W .  
Training Program 
The overall feeling by the subject was that the 
program was very beneficial . The workouts left D. L. W .  
refreshe d imme diately after the workout with a period of 
fatigue overtaking him about noon each workout day. 
A combination of cranking and wheeling was felt to be 
the best training routine . Cranking seemed to work the 
cardiovascular system the hardest while wheeling tired the 
muscular system before cardiovascular strain would occur. 
Be cause breathing through the mouth was difficult and 
caused an uncomfortable dryness in the mouth ,  sipping water 
in between work bouts helped decrease the problem. 
During the training period ,  wheezing while breathing 
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during exercise be came less apparent as the program progre ssed. 
D . L. W .  felt that this was due to an increased ability to use 
his lungs and to breathe deeper. 
Headaches were present after each exercise session for 
the first two weeks . After that time , there was no longer any 
pain. D . L .W .  could give no explanation for this phenomenon. 
Daily Living 
No effect on human relations was apparent to D . L.W .  
He  did feel though , that he slept better and was more eager 
to get up in the morning on the exercise days . 
Increas�d stamina made it much easier maneuvering 
around campus which was the greates t  benefit of the training 
program. D . L . W .  felt the ability to accomplish his daily 
living tasks was improved by the program. 
Chapter 5 
SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS , AND 
RECOIJffJIENDATIONS 
The intent of  the study was to e stablish a 10  week 
cardiovascular exercise program for a paraplegic amputee and 
evaluate the e ffects through a selected battery of physio­
logi cal tests and measurements . Included were , body weight , 
skinfold thickness , reaction time , grip strength , static and 
dynamic lung volumes , he�rt rate , blood pressure , resting Vo2 
and maximum V o2 • A careful training record was kept and the 
subject also made observations concerning h'is feelings about 
the training. 
The subject , D . L .W .  was a J7 year old male faculty 
member at Eastern I llinois University in Charle ston , Illinoi s .  
D . L .W .  was given a complete physi cal examination and a stress 
test before the training program was initiated ,  Prior to the 
study , D . L. W .  weighed 60 kilograms , was hypertensive and was 
very motivated to improve his fitness level . 
The three day per week training program consisted of 
arm cranking using a modified bi cycle ergometer. The subject 
was gradually conditioned until he could crank continuo�sly 
for 1 5  minute s and a total of JO minutes  of interval work 
. time . During nice weather,  the subject would wheel himself 
i n  h i s  whe e l chair o n  a prede s i gnated s i dewalk course outdoors . 
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Formal training periods were held from February 28 , 1980 to 
April 25 ,  1980 . The tests were given prior to the start of 
61 
the program , and every two weeks during the training program. 
All te sts were administered in the Human Performance Laboratory 
at Eastern Illinois University . 
Conclusions 
Base·d on the findings of this investigation , the 
following conclusions appear warranted .  The cardiovascular 
exercise program as pe rforme d in this  study was helpful in 
reducing sele cted anthropome tric measurements and increasing 
the cardiovascular fitness level of the 37 year old paraplegi c 
amputee . This  conclusion was based on the following findings & 
1 .  Total skinfold ·thickness over the selected sites  
de crease d .  
2 .  The sub ject developed an increased ability to 
ventilate air. 
3 .  I mproved vital capacity , timed vital capacity and 
maximum breathing capacity lung measurements resulted .  
4 .  There was an increased ability to do aerobic work 
for extended periods of time . 
5 .  The subject reported a noti ceable increased 
ability to pe�form .daily living tasks without shortne ss of 
breath. 
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6 .  The subject was able to increase his caloric 
expenditure . 
Subje ctive Observations 
While it was difficult to assess psychologi cal 
influences as a result of the physiologi cal changes ,  it is  
important to note that the subject appeared to get increased 
enj oyment throu-gh rising early in the morning and being 
involved in the exercise program . Motivation levels were 
extremely high throughout the inve stigation. In fact , thi s  
. 
high motivation seemed to hinder the subjects ability to work 
at maximal levels during certain testing periods . After 
termination of the project ,  the subject was planning to con-
t�nue the program as soon as a personal stationary bicycle was 
modified to suit his needs . 
Re commendations 
Based on the experiences of this study the following 
re commendations are warranted .  
1 .  Similar studies using arm cranking as a mode of 
exercise , should be conducted using a control group of normal 
subjects and handi cappe d subjects .  
2 .  A study concerning the immediate and long r�nge 
effects of arm cranking on blood pressure should be conducted 
. with a large number of subjects . 
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J. An alternate method of determining cardiovascular 
fi tness levels , other than open circuit respirometry should 
be determined for paraplegics .  An example may be standard­
ization of a norm for arm ergometry work loads and the fitne ss 
level assessed to a corresponding heart rate with a specific 
kilopound load as done by Astrand ( 2 : 24- 27 ) and his Monarch 
Bicycle E rgometer. 
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:'.J .  L .  ':J . \'.'R S  born in what i s  no:i·; the pool roo!'"!l o :  :rour 
Hou s e , a re s i dential alcohol treatnent fac i l i ty ,  in Charle ston , 
Il l inoi s on Februa;.y 25 , 191.;,3 . �·ie was the second c h i l d  i n 
a family of 7 children , 3 boys co�ine first , then 4 gi rl s . 
During the early years of h i s  l i fe the fa�ily �oved between 
several small t owns in centr�l-east Illinoi s while h i s  fathe r ,  
supported �y h i s  moth e r ,  pursue d  a doctorate iri education 
followinR servi ce in �orld War II . During thi s  time D . l. � .  
neve r went to the same s ch oo l two years i� a row . 
lJhen he was the age of 1 2 ,  D . L . ·:"·J . ' s  fanily :noved to 
the area near Pi ttsburtsh , Pennsylvania whe re h i s  fa the r  
assumed a teaching pos i t i on with the University of P i t t sbur�h , 
and h i s  mother a 9os i t i on a s  a teletype cetting machine 
operator with a 8Uburban newspape r .  
At the age o f  1 6 , after a long period o f  deterioration ,  
8 . L . 1.'J .  had both l e gs a::iputate d at the h i p  due to a cancerous 
tu!llor on t�e spinal cord. :\fter two years he returned to the 
publ i c  s chool syste� and co�plete d high school in 1 9 6 3  at 
Penn P. i l l s  High School , near Pittsburgh . 
In the fall of 1963 he entered the University o: 
P i tt sbu r�h with the intent of ma j orin� in h i s tory to become 
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APPsrmrx A ( conti!'lue d ) 
ena�oured with Southeast Asian Stud�e s ,  and d e c i d e d  he 
wanted to sne c i al i z e  in the area of 3outheast Asian i1i story . 
T h i s  d i d  n o t  prove agreeable to t�e 3chool o f  Education a t  
P i tt sburgh , the re fore D . L . W .  t o l d  the� they cou l d  keep the i r  
teaching de�ree : and fini s h e d  out h i s  unde rgraduate colleGe 
years w i th a B : A . , ma j orin� i!'l H i s tory . 
Upon gradua tion D . L . W .  d i s covered that a � . A .  in 
H i s tory was not very good preparation for any s pe ci f i c  
o ccupat i o n .  He took S i vil Service Exa�s for the s tate o f  
Pennsylvania and. went to work for the Department o f  �.'!e l fa�e 
in �ashinGton Sounty Pennsylvan i a .  After a year there he 
l e ft to look for wor�\: in the private se ctor of the e cor.o:::�y .  
Be cause o f  h i s  =.isabili t y  and :;�ore i".:lportantly because of 
the unspe ci al i ze d  nature o f  h i s  training and work expe rience , 
�inding work was very d i f�icul t .  
I f  h e  could have , D . L . W .  would have Gone into far�inG 
with h i s  ·grandfather , near �ushton , I l l i no i s , however h i s  
disabi l i ty precluded tha t .  This was ,  and continue s to be 
the focal point o f  nuch psycholoeical pain and frustra t i o n .  
Howeve r ,  D . L. � .  h a s  chosen n o t  t o  b e  absorbed b y  th i s  and to 
go on w i th what he could rlo . 
A t  t h i s  ti�e he de c i d e d  to return to s chool and 
heean l o oking for a spe c i a l i z e d  deGre e  that would enable hire 
� 
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t o  compete more e ffectively i n  the j ob Darke t .  
The year workin� for the Department o f  d e l fare , the 
C ivil Riehts :.:oveoent , the Poor People ' s  Ga:npaign of 1968 
l e d  by �-artin I.uther K i n e  J r . , and the h o rror s t o ry growin6 
in Indo china , twe e k e d  D . L . W .  ' s  so cial conscience . W i th th i s  
and h i s  ovm ex:pe rience o f  so cial and e conomi c injusti ce , i t  
seemed natural for h i �  t o  look for a graduate deeree i n  a 
hu:nan servi ce s type o f  prof.:ra!'!l . 
In ,January o f  1969 , he began s tu d�r for a Maste r ' s 
de�ree in Rehab i l i tation Counse l ing · a t  the University o f  
P i ttsbureh . 
The orientation o f  th i s  progra� was the study of 
p�ychological aspe cts o f  . di sability . During th i s  course o f  
study D . L . � .  was expo s e d  to d i fferent �ode l s  o f  counsel ing , 
includin� d i fferent �ode l s  o f  group coun s e l in g .  H e  was very 
i !'!lp re s se d w i th the Encounter Group as a model of pe rsonal 
growth . S o  nuch so , that for the next three su:nners he 
parti cipate d in the University of I l l i n o i s  Sum�e r Ins t i tute 
for Training Facili tators o f  Encounter Groups , two , as a 
participant , and one as a me�ber o f  the training staff , the 
only non-Ph . D  on the 8 member staff! 
After co:nple t ing 54 hours of h i s  !�aste r ' s prograi.1 , 
( the program required 60 hours ) D . L. W .  be came d i s s a t i s f i e d  
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class were r;oing. He de c i d e d  to drop i t  for a whi l e  and 
move on to othe r things . A t  thi s. time he was heavily involved 
in the i s sue of a c c e s sibil i ty of the University of Pittsburgh , 
t o  persons wi th 9hysical di sabi l i ti e s .  In June o f  197 0 ,  h e  
took an incomplete grade i n  h i s  course and qui t  s chool . He 
then took a p o s i ti on as a re search assi s tant at Pi t tsbuq�; h to 
work ful l  ti�e on the i r  a c c e s s ib i l i ty s tu dy .  He was late r  to 
write a �rant proposal for a 'Black Lung Trea t!:'l.ent Pro,�ra"'.!1 for 
Appal a6h ian �O spital-Beckley (West V i rginia ) for which he 
re c e i ve d  cre d i t  for �ornpl e ting the require !"":lent of h i s  r: . E d .  
He re ce ived that degree i n  1973 .  
In April o f  1971 , with h i s  part o f  the research on 
the a c c e s sibil i ty study fini she d ,  D . L . � . , following h i s  roots 
back to Appalach i a ,  took a p o s i t i on with Appalachian Regi onal 
Hospital s ,  Inc .  at the h o spi tal in B e ckle y ,  \;Je s t  V i rgini a .  
The pos i t i on was that o f  Patient ' s  Advo cate . Thi s  
was a pe r i o d  o� a l o t  o f  a c t ivity in the area o f  consu�e r 
a c t i vi sn . The pre s i dent . o f  Appalachian Regi onal Hospital s ,  
T . P .  �ipkens , had a strong committnent to persons ( who were 
patients ) being treated wi th die;nity and respe c t ,  and with 
qual ity care . � i s  concept o f  a hospital was that i t  i s  not 
a place for profe s s i onal people to rnine dollars and where the 
people as patients �e t l o s t , or untreated through a jungle of 
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nee de d the i r  own watchdog w i thin the h o s p i tal t o  insure that 
they inde e d  were treated with digni ty , respe cte d ,  and that 
) 
the i r  reque s t s  and co�plaints would n o t  be l o st a�id s t  the 
red tape . ;:> .  L. l/J . was to be the guinea pig , and develop th i s  
po s i t i on at B e ckley . 
The concept o f  Patient ' s  Advocate was bo rrowe d fron 
that o f  the Ombudsman i n  Sweden . .... Howeve r ,  they chan�e d the 
na�e to that of Advocate , befieving i t  would be more easily 
unde rsto o d .  
The years o f  patient advocacy were challengine , very 
rewarding , e ducat ional , e x c i t int:; , and stre s s ful . The forme r 
ca!'!le fro:n the whole experien ce , the latter ste:n.'":'le d  fro-::i the 
extreme h o s ti l i ty towards the concept , taken out on D . L . � .  
personal l y ,  fro� reost o f  the phys i cians . 
' 
D . L . W .  fell in love with the Appalachian region , the 
cul ture , and the people . Looking back fro� today , he fe l t  
more " at ho":le" there t'!'lan any place �e has l ived t o  date . 
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There were frustrations that were a result o f  h i s  d i sabil i t y ,  
i t  was d i fficult not being able t o  cl i �b those �ountains , to 
wade a trout strea·r:i , or to be a " new pioneer" . That th ough , 
was only part o f  the experi e n c e . The :nest i!nportant part o f  
any place a person l ives i s  t�e people we have as true friends . 
For , to paraphrase 3::ie rson , " a  friend i s  someone w i th who'!":l I 
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• � 1 ' T t 1 • .c t' ' d h • 1 • • T t 'f • • • in :..1 , . �"= · s 1 .. r; are ;103e ne :na e w . 1 e 1n ·i. e s  1 rc;1n1a . 
In the fi rs t several years with Appala chi an P.ee;iona l 
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�Tos:pi tal -3e ckle y , :J .  L .  ·.·I . was i n c re a s inElY �i ven new re sponsi b-
i l i  t y .  1. �hile s t i l l  se rvinz as Patient ' s  Advo cate in 1973 he 
condu c t e d  a :fe a s i h i l i  ty study :'or ho:.1e he al th se rvi ce s .  A s  
such h e  was assigned Acti n:� Coordinator of Home Heal th S e rvi ce . 
He developed the p o s i tion o f  Ho�e Heal th Liaison �urse , and 
coordinated the services that were offered in the h oT.e by 
the h o s n i tal . A l s o  i n  1973 , because o f  h i s  e xpe ri ence and 
t · · · r C l '  � D L ' J  raining i n  ,.1rot1.p ounse in6 , • • .r • be ca�e one o f  two C o -
fac i l i tators for coupl e s  and famil y the rapy , for the h o s p i tal s '  
Al coh ol , Drug and P sych i atri c Progra:n ( kno\'m a s  AR-CAP ) . 
By the fall o f  1 9 7 4 ,  the posi t i on o �  Patient ' s  
Advocate was beco::ing defunct due to lack o f  support durin{; 
' 
a power s truc;gle i n  corporate h e a dquarters in wh i ch , unfor-
tunate ly , T . P .  Hipkens and :nany of the ideas to wh i ch he was 
co��i t t e d  were ou s te d . 
!n Septe�ber o f  197� D . L . W .  was aske d to take ove r 
the coordination o f  tre a t�ent and adni ni s trati on o f  Unit- 5 ,  
the re si dential tran s i t i onal treatnent component o f  }R-CjP , 
A t  t h i s  tir:ie he as su::le d full tj :e re sponsi bi l i ty as C o o rdin-
ator of Uni t - 5 . 
The Pat ie nt ' s Advocate position was ne ve r re fille d ,  
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invo l ve d  in the i r  health care , the i r  hospital stay (when 
nece ssary ) nade nore co�fortable , unders tandabl e ,  and in 
�akinG ho spital pe rsonnel and physi cians �ore responsive to 
the needs �nd wants o f  those they se rve , went by the ways i de . 
I t  was whi l e  Cobrdinator o f  Uni t - 5  that D . L . W .  was 
able to �ut into practice nuch of h i s  le arnin3 about therapy 
and helpin;; pe o})l e - a s - c l ients learn that they can give up 
destructive ways o :  coping v1.! th l i fe for those ways that are 
more satisfying . I t  was the re that wi th the support of a 
youn10 , ;.;ore h o l i s t i cally oriented psychiatri s t ,  ;)avid _!�·1e s ,  
and w i th the h e l p  of a staff that , with the exception o f  one , 
was c;enu inely Vlar!!l , caring , sharing , and willine:,  that one o f  
the mos t  pro�re s sive treat�ent proGrams for persons coping 
with l i fe throuGh al cohol , other drugs , and crazine s s  becan 
to emer�e . 
In late 1 9 7 5 , wh i l e  s t i l l  Coordinator o f  Unit- 5 ,  
D . L . W .  had one o f  h i s  !!lost pro found personal learning 
experi e n ce s .  I t  was during a workshop in Fa:nily Therapy, 
from a T . A .  Ge s tal t , . and Syste-.1 s ::1o de l , l e d  by Ge orge ar-.d 
Tiuth �-'.cC lendon , held at the 3ov.theast Insti tute . Part o f  
the wor}cs:1op de s i:;n allowed for tvro days o f  the rapy for the 
the rani s t .  :. n  a group with e i �:it other people and fac i l i tated 
by Ruth � cn lendon , � . L . � .  g�t in touch w i th how �uch of h i s  
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to play and have fun , o r  otherwise " ge t  out o f  h i s  head" , 
T h i s  was so�ethinc h e  had known intelle ctually for a long 
ti'.':':e , however i t  too was j u s t  in the head , and the insight 
into thi s ,  i t s  roots , a:r.d i t s  i�nportan c e  as an i s sue 
e ffecting day to day l i vine d i d  not come about until the 
therapy with Ruth . The e x e r c i s e  progra� D . L . W . be came 
involved in as a result o f  wantin3 to i�prove the condition 
and func t i oninz o :'  h i s  body , 'related d i r e c tly back to the 
p i e ce o f  work with !\uth . 
DurinG h i s  su��ers at the University o f  I l l i n o i s  
Institute f o r  Training F a ci l i tators o f  Encounter Groups , 
D . L . � .  be cane exposed to G e s ta l t  The rapy ( a:.1ongst others ) .  
After dcin� so::le reading on h i s  own , he de c i d e d  h e  wanted to 
study it !"lore in depth . In the su::u-:'ler o f  1976 , he attended 
a one week workshop in G e s talt The rapy at G e o rge W i l l ians 
C ol l e r.;e ( in Dovmers Grove , near Chi cago ) .  This workshop was 
7J 
sponsored by the G e s t a l t  Ins t i tute o f  8hi cago . The Institute 
a t  that t i :.ie had a weekend traininc; pro[;ra!Tl in which one 
could i!"1�erse h i �/h e rsel f in G e s talt The rapy and after three 
. ... . . f' '  t ' yea�s 13a1n cer1,,J.. . 1 ca i o n .  That , with the increas ing d i s in-
teeration of what V . L . �! .  �e l t  was the unique and pronisin� 
work o� Unit- 5 ,  encouraged h i r. to be_c:in to look for wor:-� 
closer to r.hi cago in order to further � i s  education a t  the 
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l e ft ··Je s t  V i rsinia t o  ta1ce a :p o s i tion a s  Sta::: The rapi s t  with 
the La Porte Sounty ( Indiana) C o:nnunity Llental Eealth Cente r .  
In Jc:.nuary o f  1 977 he be cane a trai:'1ee in the Ge stal t Ins t i -
-'-u-'-� O ..o  '"' "' i  C'"' ,...0 L V:  .!. , _,. i - <.t(_) , 
D . L . ':I. had o ften tine s thought about returnine to the 
Sharl e s t on , I l l i n o i s  area to explore h i s  r o o t s  there . How-
ever the " right" opportunity o r  " right" t i me neve r s e e �e d  t o  
c o i n s i de . T h i s  chan5e d i n  December o f  1 9 7 7  when a p o s i tion 
a s  a couns e l o r  was offered t o  hin in Hour House ( the once 
small , wo o dframe h o s p i tal in which he was born ) . 
The j ob in La P o rte had been good , he ' d  m e t  so�e good 
people , and made a few friends , but these were not �any , and 
the area j u s t  d i d  n o t  feel l ilrn home . I t ,  and :.ia..ny o ::  the 
people D . L . 1:-� . me t ,  d i d  n o t  have a feel o f  pe rmanen c y .  He 
de c i d e d  t o  take the j o b  in Charl e s ton . He would continue 
h i s  training at the G e s talt I n s t i tute one weekend a month . 
After re turning t o  Charl e s ton , D . L . '.i'J . worlrnd for two 
years as a The!'ap i s t  in the C o mmuni ty ;.:ental �real th Syste:n ,  
graduall y  b e c o:.iing r:!ore d i s c ourage d .  ;·!hat evolved for him 
was at t h i s  point in ti1:1e , there was too much pol i t i c s  and 
bureaucracy involved in th i s  syste m ,  the cornmittrnent t o  allow 
ne ce s sary change s was not presently existent in the publ i c  
. ( the c ommun i t i e s )  a t  large , the state , l o cal and federal 
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invest�ent and inte re s t  wa� not in hel,ins people quit a c t i ng 
crazy , but rather in having a class of people b e l i e vin3 that 
they are c razy and/o!' de fine d that they are crazy. 
1 ; .  th ti..  • • • d '!""\ T ··r + 1 . t .  ' tl ,A, l . ;1 lS ln ffil!1, 1 :..J , _: ,  ,._ , v O O  C a pOSl lOn Wl 1 
Eastern I llinois tJniversity i n  the fall o f  1979 in the 
Counsel i ns Center and workinc on arch i t e c tual and program 
acce s s ib i l i ty for persons handi cappe d .  In r.iany ways th i s  has 
. 
been a coming to full circle , and the j ob has allowed hi� to 
re tu rn to begin fil l inc ou t the part o f  him he learne d in 
therapy with Ruth , was so at ropWie d . He not only e n j oys h i s  
v1ork , but al so h i s  photography , putte ring a.round in h i s  flovver 
and ve�etable gardens , friends and othe r tines away fro::: the 
j ob .  
s 
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APPENDIX C 
Order of Testing 
1 .  1 0  minute rest period 
2 .  1 0  minute resting �o2 
3 .  Vital Capacity Test ( three trials )  
4 .  Timed Vital Capacity Test ( three trials )  
5 .  Maximum Breathing Capacity Te st ( one trial ) 
6 .  Skinfold Thickness Measurements ( five site s )  
7 .  Maximum Breathing Capacity Te st ( one trial ) 
8 .  Reaction Time Test ( six trials )  
9 ,  Maximum Breath�ng Capacity Te st { one trial ) 
10 . Grip Strength ( three trials alternating hands ) 
1 1 .  Maximum V" o2 Test 
... 
... 
... 
"};·. { 
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. 
Maximum Vo2 Te st 
The exercise bout is terminated if the heart rate is greater 
than 140 b/m or fails to return to a level lower than 120 b/m 
in a one minute recovery. Systolic blood pre ssure cf  greate r 
than 200 mm Hg or diastolic  pressure of 96 mm Hg or greater 
will also cause termination of the test.  
Revolu- Y.ilopond Blood Heart 
Vo2 ml/ VE tions IM.inutes pe r min . . Load Pressure Rate kg/min . l/min 
Rest 
� 0 - 1 60 0 . 5  
1 - 2 60 0 . 5  
2 - J 60 0 . 5  
J - 4 
4 - 5 60 1 . 0  
5 - 6 60 1 . 0  
6 - 7 60 1 . 0  
7 - 8 
8 - 9 - 70 1 . 0  
Q ''•- 10 � 70 1 . 0  
10  - l t  70 1 . 0  
1 1  - 1 2  
1 2  - 13 70 1 . 5  
11 - 14 70 1 . 5  
14 - 1 5  I 70 1 . 5  ' 
• 
APPENDIX E 
Daily Notes By the Subject 
2/18/80 
Range of difficulty ( third ride ) a J on range of 20 to 1 .  
Di fficulty breathing through mouth , along with difficulty in 
swallowing and dryness of mouth . 
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Pain ( sensation like eating col d i ce cream, not throbbing like 
headache ) in center front of head up through J 1 JO. 
More awareness of lungs , sim�lar to eating mentholated cough 
drops , through J: JO .  
Aware of sitting more squarely in chair (both shoulders 
against the back ) when at rest immediately after session -
at first posi tioning myself thus was unconscious , later in 
day I be came aware of moving to this position to relax or be 
at rest .  
Went to bed at  10 1 JO.  
2/19/80 
Awoke early - 4: 00 A .M .  Couldn' t go back to sleep - don' t 
associate thi s  with yesterday as i t ' s  been happening lately -
last 2 or J weeks . 
Upon awakening and beginning to move around I be came aware of 
sore muscle in right arm. Soreness continued through mid­
morning ( 10 : JO ) . 
Not aware of sitting back in chair during A .M .  
Stomach mildly uncomfortably disturbed - ate big breakfast .  
No lunch other than about 9 saltines .  
5 1 JO P . M .  began to notice low back pain , it comes and goes 
( over the past several years ) and I think not related to 
exercise regimen. 
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2/20/80 
Soreness in right arm continues ,  not interfering with any 
activity - noticed upon awakening. 
Soreness in muscle in back - arm pit down radiating around to 
under right shoulder. 
Last 3 minute ride on bicycle in series would rate a 4 on a 
scale of 1 to 20 - not as strenuous as the last one on Monday 
- pulse pounding in left temple . 
Mouth dry after workout .  
. 
Nose plugged up - eustacian tubes plugge d up - both of these 
began to clear about 1 1 : 30 A .M .  ( 1� hours after workout) . 
Headache - same type as Monday - mostly gone by l s 45 P .M .  
Muscle l e ft side o f  neck - I noticed be ing sore shortly after 
workout.  
Around 1 2 : 30 P . M .  began to feel tired - even sleepy , towards 
l s OO P . M .  I began to feel hungry for something sweet  like a 
candy bar - avoided that and had tea with honey instead. 
Around 2 : 1 5  noticed warmth in back of ne ck - lasted about a 
half hour consciously , then I got into work and it re ce ssed 
into background . 
Around 10 : 1 5  P . M .  - felt tightness across top of chest in 
high breast area - felt when moving not resting. 
2/22/80 
Wheeled all way from Lantz to Counseling Center without 
stopping - at top of hill (walking angling from Lantz east 
entrance northeast towards 4th Street)  I began to run out of 
breath and almost stopped ,  but told myself no - take it easy 
and keep going as far as you c� - made it to Counseling 
Center. 
ll s J0-45 got sleepy within 1 hour of workout - recovered and 
felt new energy within a hal f hour. 
Some sorene ss in back of right arm triceps area later in day. 
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Headache mentioned after first day now much more mild but 
still noti�eable . 
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Congestion of nose mentione d ,  I believe in last report notic­
able for hour or so immediately after work out . 
Weekend 
Tightness across chest again notice d .  
. . 
Soreness in muscles  in lower arms both noticed because of 
awareness  of muscle s ,  neither was restrictive . 
2/25/80 
Sleepy for just a few moments after returning to office • 
. Mild headache throughout day . 
Sorenes.s in neck noticeable thoughout day . 
No  conges tion in nose after work out noticed today , however I 
did go into work out with conge stion of lungs and throat. 
This seemed to disappear after work out .  
Nothing else seemed to standout as unusual during the day 
concerning new awarenesses in muscle s ,  breathing etc .  
2/37/80 
Soreness in bi ceps yesterday and this morning. 
I had thoughts last night about not coming in today. I 
dreaded the first heavy three minute ride and gasping for ai r 
and my pulse pounding in my temple ( left )  even though my 
thoughts included that I ' d  feel better after the workout. 
However 4 minute ride today surprised me with the feeling of 
ease with which I accompli shed i t .  And entire workout did 
not seem as strenuous as some that have gone before . 
Soreness in biceps gone after workout although some tightness 
felt in arms throughout the day . 
7 : 00 P . M .  mild soreness in biceps - I be came aware of again .  
APPENDIX E ( continued )  
Thursday Morning - 9s 00-10 s 00 A .M .  - Soreness in left bicep 
noti cable more or very little in right one . 
2/29/80 
Tightne ss in stomach from the time I got up (bloated - light 
feeling) maybe one to many quarts of Stroz last night or 
could it be the · Polish Sausage for breakfast this morning? 
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lsOO P . M .  panicky feeling during first ride - stopped - load 
seemed heavy - time seemed inte rminable - maybe I ' m  paying 
too much attention to the clock - much disappointment after 
such positive feelings about . Wednesdays' ride . I did feel 
good though about recovering and completing the 4 minute rides 
and r · think 3 m�nute rides after crapping out .  
Sunday - Felt  good rest of  day through late evening hours -
tightnes s  in stomach went away - stayed up til 2 s 00 A .M.  
Saturday . 
No sorenes s  over Saturday noticed .  
3/3/80 
Nothing unusual noticed over weekend in terms of muscle sore­
ness . 
This morning the se cond and third rides on the bike seemed 
very difficult on a 20 to 1 s cale , I ' d  say about a 2 .  The 
work out on the bike seemed harder today than it did two weeks 
ago. The difficulty seemed to be in breathing . Panicky 
again on 2nd ride and I think this affe cted the 3rd. 
No noticable after e ffects in the 4 hours following the ride . 
JsOO P . M .  I went from Counseling Center to Science Building, 
had to stop 3 times to get breath - but windy weather may 
have accounted for that. During this walk I be came aware of 
sorenP-ss in muscle in right arm - shoulder - to upper right 
breast area ( in the front )  after this walk I became aware of 
soreness in right triceps area. 
No headache . 
Tightness in stomach - I was aware of from about 12  noon -
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through 6 : 00 P .M .  Ate cheese , apple and sour orange after 
coming bac� from workout.  
BJ  
6 : 00 P . M .  while thinking about this mornings rides and looking 
over Fridays •  notes I wonder if my difficulty is mostly 
comming from my head . 
J/4/80 
Upon arising and for first hour - soreness in neck - right side . 
About 4: 20 began to notice lower back pain - I don ' t  think i t  
has anything to do with workout. 
No breakfast - except glass of milk.  
No lunch . 
4 cups of tea during day (Compfrey tea)  no sweetner. 
Didn ' t get out of office all · day. 
J/7/80 
1 0  minutes to the lab and 1 0  minutes  back - no unusual sore­
ness note d remainder of day. 
5 : 00 P . M .  no usual soreness noted rest of day. 
J/10/80 
Ride on O to 20 scale , I ' d  rate todays ride about 10 .  Fel t  
good about the workout today. 
Soreness in shoulders today . 
Slept well , woke up feeling rested around 2 1 00 A .M .  Lay 
there until J : JO before falling back to sleep. 
Tuesday - soreness noted in shoulders not seve re . Nothing 
else noted unusual today. 
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J/12/80 
Wheeled over and back today , I didn' t have to stop and it only 
took me about 1 0  minutes ove r ,  but a couple of times I thought 
I was going to have to stop. 
The first ride ( J  minute ) seemed tough - I was worried from 
that , that the 5 minute ride was going to really be difficul t .  
I don' t think though that i t  felt as hard as the 3 minute one . 
The entire workout today seemed more difficult than on Monday 
or last Friday, but I felt good afterward and the ride back 
to the Counseling Center was easier than the one over. 
lsOO P . M .  felt tire d ,  yawning and sleepy - closed eyes for 
20 minutes - felt rested afterwards . 
5sOO aware of soreness in shoulders and right shoulder blade 
area ( the latter though has been around for a couple of years 
so I don ' t believe it bothering me today is related to work­
out ) .  Sorene ss also noti ce d in right side of ne ck . 
Thursday - Slept well , woke up at 2 s 00 and went back to sleep 
very shortly afte rwards .  Woke up with headache in front of 
head - ate breakfast ,  did 5 quick pull-ups on chinning bar, 
it seemed easy.  
Headache gone by l l s OO A .M .  
J/26/80 
Wheeled over today , didn ' t  have to rest even though the ride 
seemed tougher than i t  was two weeks ago. Nothing eaten or 
drunk except vitamin pill s ,  blood pressure medication , and 
about 6 ounces of water.  
2nd five minute ride seemed hardest today. 
2 s JO P .M .  No unusual muscle sorene ss noticed .  
Something that I believe is  different with me since I began 
this exercise program is that often be fore I would often 
awaken once or twice a night with my left arm and hand asleep.  
This was uncomfortable and I would arouse myself to s tretch 
the arm and move the fingers to remove the tingly fuzzy feel­
ing. This has been going on for many years and I ' ve attributed 
it to a pinched nerve in my left shoulde r due to my lordosis . 
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However ,  I noticed in the past couple of weeks that , although 
this has n�t entirely gone away , it has abated a great deal 
and nothing else is new in my activity. 
3/31/80 
4th ride today really tough in terms of breathing - I think I 
kept better time than two weeks ago (when we first did this 
part of the evaluation) but I felt closer to passing out this 
time , than then. First J rides much easier than before . I 
still don' t like the nose clip and find it difficult to breathe 
through my mouth . However ,  I don ' t  feel I was as anxious about 
the nose clip as I have been .before , and I think· I handled it 
and the mouthpie ce better than at other times .  
I did not notice anything unusual during the day . 
4/1/80 
I have been noticing myself wheezing lately. I don ' t  believe 
it is a cold .  It  is not uncomfortable . It  feels as if I am 
breathing from deeper within my lungs . 
4/2/80 
After a bad - or rather poor start today , I had a hard work­
out ,  but felt good afterwards . I believe the poor start was 
related to too much drink (beer) , food , and late hours last 
night .  I didn ' t  hit the rack until about 2 a 00 A .M .  last night. 
Because of not eating anything before workout , I ate afterwards 
( 2  hard boiled eggs , two tangerine s ,  and a banana ) .  Despite 
this I felt real hungry around l a OO P .M .  ( ate a grilled cheese 
sandwi ch ) ,  I also felt real sleepy around 2 a 00 P .M . , I got 
over this by J: OO P . M .  and felt re-energized. 
4/8/80 
No apparent problems today with way over - not working out 
yesterday as usual . I was still somewhat congested from a 
mild cold of last Thursday and Friday and I didn' t think I 
was going to be able to keep up my times on the various ride s .  
I surp�i s e d  myself ,  pleas antly s o , by not l o s ing any time . 
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Next to last ride was the most difficult.  
4/9/80 
I got up this morning and said to mysel f ,  " self !"  - no - I 
sai d ,  " I ' m  ·gonna push that middle ride to 15 minutes today . "  
Then I was feeling strong enough , when i t  actually came down 
to i t  - I was disappointe d ,  however satisfied that I did push 
the next to last ride to 7 minute s .  
N o  usual soreness --noted lately . 
4/10/80 
Surprised myself with a 1 5  minute ride right out of the gate 
today . Soreness in lower arms noted on second ride - after 
going around the building - it seems the muscle that runs 
down the top of the arm from inside the elbow to the thumb -
this was severe (not painful ) during the second ride and not 
so severe but soreness still notecable at 5 1 00 P . lVi .  
I had a meeting at Applied Arts and E ducation Building this 
afternoon and wheeled over there with a walking companion. I 
really noticed the increase in stamina I ' ve developed since 
8 weeks ago . I did not have to stop and was able to make a 
pace about the rate of a regular walking gait .  
Not  looking forward to having my nose plugged off on Monday , 
nor the last ride on the bike , however ,  I ' ll work harder at 
not _ getting so mentally involved .  
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Summari zing Comments by the Subje ct 
Testing Procedure 
The testing procedure of countdowns , nose clips , 
mouth pie ces and etc . , caused a lot of anxiety. 
New or prolonged testing caused inhibition. 
Breathing through the mouth was very difficult to 
learn because of his backgro�nd . 
The testing was less stressful emotionally if the 
mouthpie ce and nose clip was left in position at all time s .  
The laboratory setting did not effect the subject as 
long as all questions were answered and all tests were 
explained .  
Felt that the low T s  results were from lack of 
cranking exercise . 
Relaxation therapy or desensitation therapy would 
help the subject adapt to testing apparatus .  
Training Sessions 
The overall feeling of the program was that it was 
very worth while . 
D . L. W .  left feeling refre shed after workouts . 
The combination of wheeling and cranking was the best 
training routine . 
At first the training was hard. The morning seemed 
- - . 
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refreshing , but he would feel tired around noon. 
Leaning forward seemed to help the lordosis of the 
back . 
Rythmi c breathing should be initiated as needed .  
Dryness · in the mouth was always present but sipping 
water helped .  
During the training period , wheezing became less and 
less apparent . 
Headaches were not a problem after the first few weeks . 
Sleeping habits were improved as the program progressed. 
Long warm ups usually resulted in better training 
sessions and lower blood pressure . 
The subject felt he climbed and peaked in v02 after 
the first three weeks . The program then became boring. 
Daily Living 
The training program was felt to have no effect on 
human relations . 
Maneuvering around campus be came much easier by the 
eighth week. 
Food intake remained approximately the same throughout 
the period. 
Coffee and tea affe cted the workouts by limiting 
performance . Therefore , it was not consumed prior to activi ty. 
APPENDIX F ( continued )  
During the longer periods of exercise and the last 
�ew weeks of training , less beer was consumed to prevent a 
bloated feeling. 
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D . L . W .  felt it was easier to get up in the morning at 
6 : 00 to 6 : JO A .M .  be cause of physiologi cal and psychologi cal 
benefits . 
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Approximating Caloric Expenditure 
An e stimate of the number of kilocalories ( kcal ) used 
each training session was accompl ished by finding the mean 
¥02 at the training workload of J60 kilopound meters ( kpm ) . 
Since every lit�r of oxygen consumed required approximately 
five kcal of energy , the investigator multiplied five times 
0 . 88 ( mean Vo2 ) and divided by J60 kpm. This answer represente d 
the number of kcal burned for every kpm of work ; each exercise 
session was described in terms of total kpm performed .  The 
respective daily totals were multiplied by 0 . 022604 kcal/kpm 
to find an estimated energy expenditure per training day . 
A Kafranni fllcKalis Meter was used to determine the 
�02 required for each lap on the outdoor course . This amount 
was multiplied by 5 kcal/liter and the number of laps wheeled. 
The total caloric work for the training session was the sum 
of the outdoor wheeling and the laboratory hand cranking. A 
total kcal use was then estimated for each day graphed on 
Figure 12 .  
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